EcID. A database for the inference of functional interactions in *E. coli*
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ABSTRACT

The EcID database (*Escherichia coli* Interaction Database) provides a framework for the integration of information on functional interactions extracted from the following sources: EcoCyc (metabolic pathways, protein complexes and regulatory information), KEGG (metabolic pathways), MINT and IntAct (protein interactions). It also includes information on protein complexes from the two *E. coli* high-throughput pull-down experiments and potential interactions extracted from the literature using the web services associated to the iHOP text-mining system. Additionally, EcID incorporates results of various prediction methods, including two protein interaction prediction methods based on genomic information (Phylogenetic Profiles and Gene Neighbourhoods) and three methods based on the analysis of co-evolution (Mirror Tree, *In Silico 2 Hybrid* and Context Mirror). EcID associates to each prediction a specifically developed confidence score. The two main features that make EcID different from other systems are the combination of co-evolution-based predictions with the experimental data, and the introduction of *E. coli*-specific information, such as gene regulation information from EcoCyc. The possibilities offered by the combination of the EcID database information are illustrated with a prediction of potential functions for a group of poorly characterized genes related to *yeaG*. EcID is available online at http://ecid.bioinfo.cnio.es.

INTRODUCTION

We present here a database, EcID (*Escherichia coli* Interaction Database), which includes specific features that facilitate the detection, and the assignment of reliability, to protein interactions and the generation of species-specific hypothesis on biological functions.

As specific features EcID integrates information from large-scale proteomic experiments (1,2), interactions directly extracted from text (3–7) and potential interactions obtained with various prediction methods (8–12) (Figure 1). Indeed the incorporation of prediction methods is one of the stronger features of EcID, a concept originally introduced for *E. coli* by the Indigo (13) database. More specifically EcID incorporates prediction methods based on co-evolutionary analysis that have been shown to provide consistent information complementary to other experimental and prediction methods [see, for example, (12)]. The prediction methods included in EcID are: Phylogenetic Profiles (PP) (8), based on the conservation of orthologous genes; Gene Neighbourhood (GN) (9), relating functions with the conservation of gene order; Mirror Tree (MT) (10), focused on detecting global evolutionary similarity among protein trees; *In Silico 2 Hybrid* (IH) (11) that detects pair of sets of orthologues with a high content of inter-protein co-evolving residues; and Context Mirror (CM) (12), a recently published method developed to detect sets of orthologues co-evolving in a highly specific way. The three of these methods, MT, IH and CM, based on co-evolutionary information are specific of EcID, and constitute one of the main values of the system that makes it different from any other server available, including other *E. coli*-specific databases, such as Bacteriome (14), an interesting initiative that includes data on PP and GN, but not of the co-evolution-related methods. The drawback is that these methods require laborious processing steps, including the calculation of multiple sequence alignments and the derivation of protein trees for every set of orthologues (Figure 2). This complexity has posed important challenges to the development and maintenance of the system.

The second characteristic that makes EcID different from other systems, such as STRING (15) or Prolinks (16) is the incorporation of *E. coli*-specific information.
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While these other databases are very useful multi-genome resources, with powerful general query system, they are not designed to provide information on specific organisms. For example, these databases do not include species-specific information, such as the manually curated complexes and pathways annotated in EcoCyc, a particularly useful repository of information about *E. coli*.

Indeed, we consider particularly interesting to develop an *E. coli*-specific system that will facilitate the work with collections of interactions in this model organism. This focus on *E. coli* and the integration of various predictions derived from methods based on co-evolution make of EcID a unique resource. In the case of *E. coli* there is clear unbalance between the vast amount of biochemical/biological information available, and the still relatively poorly studied interactome, where only two high-throughput experiments (1,2) have been published. It is precisely in this situation where EcID can be useful, since it is designed to complement the interaction studies with species-specific functional and evolutionary-derived information. In other words, the combination of information on interactions (high- and low-throughput), functional associations and predicted interactions, in the EcID framework constitute a powerful platform for the
generation of testable functional hypotheses. EcID includes two complementary navigation modes that prioritize the access to predicted, or experimental interactions (see Interface and database access Section). EcID also provides a ‘Custom Mode’ that allows focusing on interactions provided by specific data sources or computational methods. The various access modes allow combining the descriptive and exploratory power of the various data types provided by EcID.

DATABASE CONSTRUCTION
EcID is a database built on PostgreSQL, an open source relational database system particularly suited to provide fast access to large amounts of data. UniProt is used as reference from which some basic information is extracted including protein name, accession number UniProt ID and protein description.

The EcID is filled with information imported from external data sources (1–7), as well as inhouse calculations from different methods (8–12) (Figure 1). The complete task is complex given the diversity and heterogeneity of data. The acquisition of external data requires extensive data retrieval, parsing and re-formatting to a common internal format for every data type included in the database. The generation of the internal data from various prediction methods requires the retrieval of fully sequenced genomes from the EBI databases (ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/integr8/), extensive BLAST (18) searches, orthologues assignment using the ‘Best BLAST Bidirectional Hits’ (19) approach (we use blastp with an e-value threshold of 1E-5 calculated on a fixed database effective length of 10^8 and requiring 70% of both sequences to be aligned), and the building of multiple sequence alignments for every set of orthologues using MUSCLE (20), the calculation of neighbour joining trees using CLUSTALW (21) and the execution of each of the prediction methods (Figure 2).

EcID’s web interface is based on PHP (Php 4.3), a dynamic language that facilitates database querying. The interface was developed using JavaScript and incorporates a Java applet for a graphical visualization of the protein network.

DATABASE CONTENTS AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
External databases imports and types of proteins functional interactions
The following classes of functional associations were imported from the external databases:

- Physical interactions derived from low-throughput experiments were extracted from the manual expert annotations of the IntAct (3) (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact/) and MINT (4) (http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/mint/) databases.
• Proteins forming part of complexes, for which we established two sub-classes:
  • High-quality complexes extracted from EcoCyc (5). This information is based on manual curation of the scientific literature and represents a set of well-known complexes.
  • Protein complexes extracted from the publications by Butland et al. (1) and Arifuzzaman et al. (2). These high-throughput pull-down experiments provide extensive information of similar nature to the set of complexes extracted from EcoCyc, even if it is expected to be of lower quality.
• Regulator-regulated gene associations. We extracted the transcription regulatory data contained in EcoCyc (5) and established functional links between each transcriptional regulator and its corresponding regulated genes.
  • Set of co-regulated genes. Based on the same type of information as the previous one, we established functional associations among those proteins that are coded by genes regulated by the same transcription factor.
  • Proteins involved in the same biochemical pathway. These functional associations are extracted from the KEGG (6) and EcoCyc (5) databases. We considered all the proteins assigned to the same pathway to be functionally associated by pairs, even if there is not direct physical interaction between them.
  • Interactions directly extracted from the literature using text-mining techniques. We include the protein name interactions obtained from iHOP (7) for E. coli proteins using the iHOP web service functionality (22). In this case, protein interactions are defined as those in which the corresponding names appear in the same sentence of a PubMed abstract.

Computational methods and evolutionary associations

EcID contains the results of five protein–protein interaction prediction methods. Essentially these methods are based on the detection of different types of evolutionary relationships in a set 227 prokaryotic fully sequenced genomes. The methods included in EcID are:

  • IH method (11): this method predicts interacting partners by detecting pairs of co-evolving residues between different proteins. These residues are detected as pairs of positions showing correlated mutational behaviours in paired multiple sequence alignments of orthologous sequences. As in the original implementation (11), we calculate a score that represents the relative strength of inter-protein with respect to the potential intra-protein correlated mutations. The rank lists of possible interactors for the two proteins in the interaction pair are retrieved according to this value. The final score of the interactions is based on comparing the order of proteins in those two ranked lists of potential interactors (the technical details of the method are provided in the EcID web pages).
  • MT method (10,23): MT is based on the observation of the similarity of phylogenetic trees of co-evolving protein families. In EcID, we include predictions obtained following the original article (10) where evolutionary similarities are calculated as Pearson’s correlation coefficients between sequence distance matrices of paired multiple sequence alignments of orthologous proteins. Sorted lists of correlation coefficients for a given pair of proteins are used to calculate a new global score as in IH method.
  • CM method (12): this recently published method proposes the prediction of protein interactions by analysing protein co-evolution at a proteome-wide level. This strategy is based on the use of the global network of protein evolutionary similarities to improve the detection of evolutionary parallelisms between proteins, followed by the analysis of the resulting co-evolutionary network in order to detect specific evolutionary similarities. CM method builds all the vectors (co-evolutionary profiles) containing the evolutionary similarities between a protein tree and the protein trees derived for every sequence of the reference organism, E. coli in this case. The co-evolutionary profiles are compared using Pearson’s correlation coefficients. The specificity of co-evolution between two proteins is calculated by taking into account the potential influence of other proteins that might be influencing the co-evolution of those two proteins. The influence of these potential competing protein pairs is measured in terms of partial correlations between the corresponding co-evolutionary profiles. The scores shown in the system are the ones corresponding to partial correlation values where a maximum of 10 proteins are considered to be able to influence the co-evolution of each protein pair.
  • GN method (9,19): this method is based on the organization of functionally related proteins in proximal regions of bacterial genomes, such as operons. This relationship becomes more relevant when the neighborhood relation is conserved in different species (24). One of the main limitations of this method is that it is only directly applicable to bacteria where the relation between transcription gene order and function is well established. In EcID, genes are considered functionally related if their orthologues in the other 227 genomes are closer than 300 bp.
  • PP method (8,25): this method starts by building the patterns of presence or absence for every gene in a set of organisms, that is, determining if there is an orthologue of a given protein in every organism available. Similarity of these patterns or PP is interpreted as indicative of the need for both proteins to be present in order to perform a given function, even if it does not necessarily imply a physical relation between them. The main limitations of this approach are that it can only be applied to complete genomes and that it contains little information about essential proteins that tend to be present in most organisms. EcID defines the similarity between PP in terms of Euclidean distances between the presence/absence vectors.

A Bayesian-based global score

In order to provide a global score to combine the predictive power of the prediction methods described above,
we have integrated in EcID a Bayesian-based classifier (26). This method includes the scores of five different prediction methods (PP, GN, Gene Fusion (27,28), MT and IH), together with information on a number of simple sequence features. The classifier was trained to predict the type of protein functional associations contained in EcID (derived from regulation data, biochemical pathways, protein complexes and protein physical interactions; see ‘External databases imports and types of proteins functional interactions’ section) and it outperformed individual methods in the detection of functional association when compared in an independent test. More in detail the classification algorithm is based on the ‘Averaged One-Dependence Estimators’ (AODE) algorithm (29), a modification of the naïve Bayes (NB) method aimed to deal with inadequate independence assumption. This algorithm is computationally efficient and has obtained highly accurate predictions in other classification tasks. Furthermore, AODE provides quantitative probability estimates that can be used as a reliability measure associated to each predicted pair. This probability is used as a global confidence score and all the entries in EcID’s ‘Prediction Mode’ are sorted according to this value (see the Interface and database access section).

INTERFACE AND DATA ACCESS

EcID allows free text queries on the UniProt entries stored in the database, including protein and gene names, UniProt IDs, accession numbers and protein functional description. Alternatively, the user can perform a BLAST (18) sequence search against the protein sequences stored in EcID, from which the desired entry can be selected.

Three navigation modes with the same overall interface are available in EcID:

- The ‘Experimental Mode’ gives access to experimentally validated associations ranked according to the reliability of the different data sources. EcID ranks experimental sources in the following order:
  
  Low-throughput experiments > Manually curated complexes > Metabolic pathways > Text mining > Regulation-related information > High-throughput experiments > Predicted interactions.

  In this mode, predictions can be considered as additional information about an experimentally detected interaction or as additional support for those associations derived from the less reliable experimental sources.

- The ‘Prediction Mode’ ranks the associations according to the relevance of the interactions calculated with the AODE’s global score (29), and represents the amount of evolutionary-based information behind the predicted functional associations. This mode shows only entries with AODE’s predictive scores and allows users to navigate the more exploratory information contained in EcID. The information based on predicted information can provide interesting new clues on interactions but it is not exempt of errors, and it has to be used with a well-informed user criterion.

- Finally, the system also allows users to select a specific type of data source or method to sort the potential interactions, in this ‘Custom Mode’ that selection preference is kept for the entire session.

The navigation is done using the same interface for the three modes and it is easy to change between them without the need of performing new protein queries. The initial navigation page contains a summary table displaying the proteins related to the query protein, the type of relation and links to the rest of the related information (see the Database contents and computational methods section). This summary table provides links to UniProt and to the information about interactions, and possible functions, available in Medline and automatically extracted using iHOP web services.

The protein associations organized in the table facilitate the navigation of the protein relationships network that can be additionally carried out using the EcID graph network viewer, where proteins are represented as nodes and associations as edges coloured by the various classes of associations. The viewer allows the selective display of protein links, the retrieval of information on the represented interactions, and to navigate the interaction network.

Finally, for a given query it is possible to download the complete list of interacting pairs and the information associated to each one of them in formats fully compatible with Cytoscape (30), Excel and PSI-MI (31). The full set of associations and scores contained in EcID is also openly accessible.

A simple usage example

To illustrate the possibilities offered by EcID, we use the example of the yeaG gene. This is a poorly characterized gene annotated with ‘unknown function’. The ‘Prediction Mode’ of EcID recovers a list of 14 possible interactors with very different confidence values. The top ranked hit is yeaH, another uncharacterized gene, which is predicted as the most likely interactor with four out of the five prediction methods (all except IH), and scored with the highest confidence value by the AODE system. Interestingly, according with the EcoCyc annotation imported in EcID, both genes are regulated by the gltG and gltL transcription factors, also known as ntrC and ntrB that form part of the nitrogen assimilation two-component system. This information is coherent with a potential organization of yeaG and yeaH in an operon as also suggested by predictions rendered by the GN method. Additionally, the relation between yeaG and gltG is also supported by the predictions of IH method and by the significant AODE’s combined score.

The second putative interactor with yeaG, also with a significant AODE’s confidence value, is yebB also described in the database as of unknown function. This prediction is supported by all the prediction methods except GN and reinforced by the fact that the text-mining system (iHOP) detects the following sentence in
The database incorporates a sufficiently informative web interface and a simple and intuitive visualization system.

There are several aspects of EcID that will be improved in future versions. We are actively incorporating other contrasted methods, in particular, those based on homology-driven interaction inference and gene fusion events. Although these results are available from other resources, their inclusion in EcID would provide the opportunity of combining their results with the ones of the evolutionary-based methods. We are also working in introducing information on sequence/structure domains given their relevant role in protein function and interactions. The new version will incorporate an AJAX-based improved graphical interface that will allow simultaneous visualization of several levels of interactions, and we are considering the development of a cytoscape-specific plug-in. One final point we would like to tackle in the future is the inclusion of information directly provided by the user, such as prediction parameters and lists of potential interactions.
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